
How would you know if your company needs 

Industry 4.0 technologies and solution?

Industry 4.0
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To help you make a better and informed decision, we have 

prepared a list of most important checkpoints for you.

They are in the following points.

Checklist



Your business belongs to a very competitive industry 

and

you risk losing market to rivals who are upgrading fast.

Checkpoint 1



You urgently need to boost your operations efficiency

or

your organization will suffer profitability setbacks.

Checkpoint 2



You must identify minor issues and address them early 

before 

they become significant problems for your operations.

Checkpoint 3



You must improve overall satisfaction and experience

for your customers with the better quality products

or

face the risk of losing your customers to rivals.

Checkpoint 4



You are facing difficulties in managing your resources

and / or

you aren’t utilizing them effectively in your operations.

Checkpoint 5



You need to have real-time insights into your operations

to

make better and faster business decisions each day.

Checkpoint 6



You want to streamline your processes and operations

by

keeping your organization informed and up to date.

Checkpoint 7



Found this insightful?

And looking to leverage Industry 4.0 for your manufacturing 

and / or logistics operations in your business?

Reach out to us for a free expert assessment.

info@lokawiz.com

www.lokawiz.com

Reach Out



Hope the information is beneficial to your business!

Please give it a like or comment to help this reach other 

businesspersons so they too may benefit from it.

Help Others



Your attention is much appreciated!

Thank you.

info@lokawiz.com

www.lokawiz.com

Smart devices and smart solutions

Our Gratitude
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